TranSend Stores and Orders

Simplify stores management with complete control of stock and orders

Having the right stock levels is critical to ensuring timely fleet maintenance to maximise vehicle safety and availability. Maintaining the appropriate stock levels can be an onerous task. Unnecessarily high loads are costly and take up valuable storage space while insufficient levels can cause delays to jobs, reducing productivity.

**Accurate store control with automation**
Our cloud software removes manual processes, simplifying stock management to help ensure the right parts are available for the right job, at the right time.

**A single view of all your stock and orders**
With complete control of your stores and automated alerts for low stock, you can order timely and locate parts with ease.

**Improve cost control and reduce wastage**
Paperless processing provides an always up-to-date, accurate view of your stock. With better data insight, you can track the full lifecycle to keep costs under control and improve future planning.

**Key features**
- Manage available stock and stock levels to anticipate order and replenishment
- System generated stock-take sheet and discrepancy report
- User access rights for stock and order management and authorisation
- Manage a variety of stock items from vehicle spares to uniform clothes
- Alerts for stock safety levels
- Generate and issue equipment to maintenance jobs, assets or employees
- Transfer stock to secondary locations
- Easy stock location including the production and use of barcodes for easy stock management
- End to end stock lifecycle from order, acceptance and payment (including returns)
- Full history of preferred suppliers, costs and parts movements
- Support over the counter sale of spare or second hand stock items.

**Why choose TranSend Stores and Orders?**
- Simplify stock management and reduce administration overhead
- Minimise stock waste and unnecessary storage space requirements
- Avoid maintenance delays caused by missing parts, keeping operations moving and assets on the run
- Locate stock items quickly for allocation to speed up maintenance
- Order parts in confidence and within sufficient time
- Understand your stock turnover with better data insight.
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